ESHA S

Personal Profile
A focused, positive outlook with a can do attitude. A confident individual with a pleasant disposition. Works well with others while at other times can work on my own. Structured and methodical
approach to undertaking varying workload. Hard-working to make a difference and achieve results. Excels in challenging tasks and takes initiative. Always seeking new ideas in expanding my
knowledge and experience in the voluntary and studying filed. A confident performer with a exceeding approach. Energetic attitude when on stage. Love the camera and love the stage.
Other qualifications and achievements
Winner to represent Warwickshire in a Monologue Slam.
Dance Medals – 5 dance trophies including Gold Bar 1 & 2/ 3 Dance Certificates.
Two performance of the Week Certificates with the Academy / One Film & TV Medal (PQA).
An efficient, well-organised student. I am very self-motivated which allows me to try my best in
everything, I also like to help and motivate others to, so they can do the best they can too. Excellent Customer & Interpersonal skills which enhances communication with people around me.
Quick learner and accepting new challenges to expand knowledge in my field ;( taking note in
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whatever I am doing and try not to make the same mistakes again.) Positively contributes to any
changes in structure of studying, performing anything I am committed to or want to become
committed to. Works well under pressure with a calm attitude. Confident and enthusiastic team
player. Good listener with an empathic understanding towards people. Attention to detail.

Key skills
Team Work/Leadership/Relationship development/ Problem Solving/Team building/ Customer Service/Supportive Skills/Communication Skills/Confidence/Performance Skills/Social Skills/Artistic Skills/
Creativity/ Sport work/Sport leader/Duke of Edinburgh Skills. /Voluntary Work /Modelling Skills. /Theatrical Skills. / Film and TV/Dance Skills/School Counsellor/ Bright/Intelligent/ Competent.
Work experience.
During the beginning of the summer 2019 I found myself working at play box a musical theatre
company in Warwick. During my time I developed the skills of handling a group of children and
teaching them new ways of acting. I also found myself learning how to cope under stress getting a
performance together. During my time at play box I also helped with the office work in the morning. Working here helped me become more confident and cope under time limit.
Lazy Ace (WEST END HER MAJESTYS THEATRE) performance.

April 2017

Las Vegas has struggled as a small town Until a New York gangster opened the flamingo hotel. A girl
comes to Las Vegas for her big break as a singer until she finds the true colours of Las Vegas and
the singing world.
During this performance my role was a show girl. This meant I was in all the dances, I also acted as
a travel lady who was on the go in Las Vegas. I acted as a waitress also.
Madagascar (Spa Centre)

April 2018.

Within this performance of Madagascar I had the role of a zookeeper. Back ground dancer when I
wasn’t needed in a scene. A party bird. Animal patrol. I was also seen as a steak. Ensemble when
not needed. This demonstrates my performance skills and dance skills.
Troubles Brewin (west end her majesty’s theatre)

April 2019.

I played a girl from a pop band but in the olden western days. Demonstrates my confidence, performance, dance and theatrical skills.
Film and TV (PQA Academy, Pauline Quirke Academy)
In one short film I was playing the role of a naughty child / 12 Days till Christmas, in this I was a
singer with a load of other people. / A blind date: This short film I was playing a girl who was meeting a boy over the internet but had no clue who he was.
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